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Introduction

The National Anti-Snaring Campaign (NASC) have approached TTI Testing for assistance in
measuring the force required to break the “weak link” in a Glen Waters Breakaway snare.
This document describes the test methodology and presents the results of testing undertaken
by TTI Testing in fulfilment of this requirement.
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TTI Testing

Established in 2008, TTI Testing Ltd (www.tti-testing.com) is an independent research and
testing company with ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and ISO 45001 accreditation. TTI Testing offers a
full range of consultancy, research, development and forensic analysis in fields related to the
design, inspection, operation, testing, appraisal and discard of tension elements. We have
internationally recognised expertise in wire and fibre ropes, chains, electromechanical cables
and related interface components in the onshore and offshore markets.
TTI Testing’s premises are conveniently located in Wallingford, UK, 10 miles south of Oxford
and about 40 miles west of London. The laboratory is within easy reach of London’s Heathrow
airport, major rail routes and the motorway network. As well as housing the testing
laboratory, the 1000 m2 building has conference and meeting rooms, wi-fi and ample parking,
making it ideal for customer project meetings.
TTI Testing services include:
•

Expert witness support in the field of wire, fibre and chain components.

•

Forensic examination of failed or retired samples to determine condition and causes
of degradation.

•

Torsion, reverse bend and tensile testing on rope wires.

•

Galvanising coat assessment.

•

Metallurgical sections and hardness testing.

•

Optical Microscope and Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM).

•

Carefully designed testing to replicate a specific service condition, and particularly the
way in which the rope interacts with other ropes or hardware.

•

Breaking strength measurement.

•

Standard fatigue characterisation of elements under Tension-Tension (T-T), Cyclic
Bending over Sheave (CBoS), Bending-Tension (B-T) and Tension-Torsion loading.

•

Yarn-on-yarn abrasion testing.

•

Qualification testing of new products.

•

Fibre optic and electrical continuity monitoring.
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Background

The Independent Working Group on Snares (IWGS) report for DEFRA published in 2005 states
that snares are employed in the UK as a means of wildlife management for capturing typically
foxes and rabbits [1]. In a wide ranging report, the IWGS discusses the capture of non-target
species, and the use of a breakaway device to allow them to free themselves [1, p71]:
“A snare that is designed to break at the eye in the event of excessive
pressure being applied to it might be effective in reducing the capture
in fox snares of certain non-target species (e.g. badgers) although not
others (e.g. hares) and it would seem likely that snares designed in
such a way that the weakest link is at the eye, would greatly reduce
the risk of any animals escaping whilst encircled by the noose. Several
snares of this type are used in North America; although none have
been rigorously field tested in the UK, the GCT [Game Conservancy
Trust] has conducted small-scale pilot trials of one design.”
It is noted that at time of writing already the IWGS report is over fifteen years old. It may well
be that since it was written further research has been undertaken.
The work presented here describes the methodology and presents the results of testing a
“breakaway snare” (such as shown in Figure 3.1) to measure the force which would need to
be applied to break the weak link.

Figure 3.1: Example components and general arrangement of a breakaway snare (from [2]).
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Sample

The focus of this study was the “Glen Waters Breakaway snare”, three samples of which were
supplied by NASC for testing. Figure 4.1 shows a general overview of the snare. Figure 4.2
shows the swaged1 eye loop which would be used to secure the snare to the ground, and
Figure 4.3 a detail view of the centre swivel, running eye hardware and assumed breakaway
weak link.
The wire ropes were both Ø2 mm, but were of different construction, presumably designed
with the correct operation (required flexibility etc.) of the snare in mind.

Figure 4.1: Overview of example snare supplied for testing.

Figure 4.2: Swaged eye loop to secure snare to the ground “ground eye loop” (either directly or via a
swivel).

1

A swaged fitting is typically a sleeve which is pressed onto the (rope) to secure it in place.
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Figure 4.3: Detailed view on the centre swivel (middle right), and assumed breakaway weak link (top)
on the sample supplied for testing. Note that the snare loop and lower securing section of
wire rope are of different construction.
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Equipment

After some initial trials, testing was undertaken in TTI Testing’s INSTRON 5967 tensile testing
machine using the 30 kN load cell, a calibration certificate for which is presented in
Appendix A.
In the first instance, the whole snare assembly was tested, secured at one end through the
ground eye loop by a Ø½” pin (Figure 5.2). At the other end of the assembly, the loop at the
end of the snare was mounted on a plastic spool (Ø67 mm), Figure 5.3, which was intended
to approximate to the diameter of an animal’s neck.
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Figure 5.1: INSTRON tensile testing machine with breakaway snare mounted ready for testing.

Figure 5.2: Ground eye loop mounted on the 30 kN load cell by Ø½” steel pin.
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Figure 5.3: Snare loop on plastic spool mounted in clevis arrangement.
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Test procedure

Once mounted in the test machine as shown in §5 above, any slack was removed before the
start of the test. The sample was then loaded at a rate of 0.5 mm/s until it was unable to
support any further increase in load.
It is noted that this is not how a snare would be loaded in practice, with the animal struggling
to free itself, but in terms of measuring the breaking load was considered acceptable.
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Results

Table 7.1 summarises the results of the tensile tests on the snares. The force sustained at
failure is measured in Newtons, N. For ease of reference, 9.81 N is equivalent to the force
applied by 1 kg, so for example, 711 N equates to 72 kg force [kgf].
The first point to note is that in all cases, when testing the whole assembly, that the snare did
not fail at the “weak link”, instead in each case breaking at the swaged eye loops on the ground
wire. An average failure load of 615 N or 62.7 kgf was measured.
The samples were then returned to the test machine, this time mounting between the centre
swivel and snare loop in an attempt to measure the force required to break the weak link
(Figure 7.1). In one test the centre swivel pulled off the snare loop wire, whilst in the ither two
tests the weak link failed, at an average load of 972 N or 99.1 kgf.
Figure 7.2 shows the appearance of the snare failures.
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Test no.

Failure load [N]

Failure location

1

711*

Eye loop pulled out of swaged fitting connecting ground wire to centre
swivel

2

622.8

Ground eye loop swage failed (wire pulled out)

3

511.9

Ground eye loop swage failed (wire pulled out)
Secondary tests on samples centre swivel – snare loop

1A

949.3

“Weak link”

2A

995.5

“Weak link”

3A

837.3

Centre swivel pulled off the end of the snare loop wire

*preliminary test conducted on a different machine with loadcell of lower resolution, therefore this result is not considered
to be as accurate at the others.

Table 7.1: Summary of measured failure loads of snare assemblies / sub-assemblies.

Figure 7.1: Showing the arrangement employed to test the sub-assembly strength (Test 3A). The
bottom arrangement is as before and the swivel is mounted in the top fitting.
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Test 1 – eye loop pulled out of swaged fitting at
centre swivel

Test 1A – failure of weak link

Test 2 – ground eye loop pulled out of swaged fitting

Test 2A – failure of weak link

Test 3 – failure of ground eye loop swage

Test 3A – failure of centre swivel swage (note one
clip and the washer were lost when the sample
failed).

Figure 7.2: Appearance of the snare failures.
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Discussion and Conclusions

This report has detailed the testing of three Glen Waters break away snares supplied to TTI
Testing by NASC.
In initial tests the whole snare assembly was tested, and the swaged (crimped) fittings on the
eye loops of the ground wire failed. The average breaking load was 62.7 kgf. Two points are
noted here:
1. It is not known how much force a trapped animal might apply, but 62.7 kgf seems quite
high.
2. If the snared animal were to break the snare by causing failure of the eye loops, then
the main snare wire would still be in place on the animal (as mentioned as undesirable
in the IWGS report [1]). It is noted that the animal might be able to work itself free,
but the “release” would not be as straightforward as if the weak link had failed.
The failure load of the weak links was subsequently measured at an average value of 99.1 kgf.
It is noted that this figure is very high and needs to be considered in the context of how much
force an animal might be able to apply (bearing in mind that the Ø2 mm wire will be around
the neck), to determine whether it is suitable for the intended purpose.
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